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Abstract
We propose a NooJ morphosyntactic tagging postprocessing
module for resolving problems which arise in disambiguation of
adjectives and adverbs that, due to morphology of the Croatian
language, appear in the same form. Specifically, forms of
descriptive adjectives in the nominative singular case in the neuter
gender are the same as the forms of the adverbs that are made
from those adjectives by suffixation. We have implemented a set of
local grammars for correcting such occurrences and applied it on
two corpora of Croatian texts and manually evaluated the module.
We suggest the inclusion of such a model of disambiguation to
existing pipelines of processing Croatian text and developing
Croatian language resources in order to improve the efficiency and
accuracy of those tools and procedures.

Introduction
Parallel and comparable language resources for Croatian are still not
sufficiently developed. Since Croatian language is included in the
ACCURAT project (URL http://www.accurat-project.eu) – whose main
goal is to overcome problems of machine translation and to account for the
lack of linguistic resources for under-resourced areas of machine
translation – the lack of resources became even more evident when pairing
Croatian with other languages included in the project. The problem is
especially apparent in cases when the other language is under-resourced as
well. This was the reason why we needed to put special emphasis on high
annotation quality for existing language resources for Croatian.
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The motivation for the work presented in this paper were manually
detected morphosyntactic tagging and lemmatization errors in the existing
recourses for Croatian, such as the Croatian National Corpus v2.5 (cf.
Tadić 2002; 2009), which was automatically lemmatized and MSD-tagged
using the CroTag stochastic tagger and lemmatizer (Agić et al. 2008;
2009), its manually annotated subcorpora, the Croatian Dependency
Treebank (Tadić 2007) and other underlying resources. Manual analysis
showed regular patterns in these annotation errors. A substantial part of
these invalid annotations were errors in lemmatization and MSD-tagging
of homographic forms of descriptive adjectives in the nominative singular
case in the neuter gender and the forms of adverbs that are made from
those adjectives by suffixation. In these cases, adverbs were lemmatized
and MSD-tagged as adjectives. Since the realization of adverbs is co-text
dependent, we noticed several types of patterns that were typical for the
appearance of such adverbs. Therefore we used NooJ (Silberztein 2003,
2004, 2005) grammars as a solution for disambiguation of homographic
adverbs and adjectives.
In this paper, we present design and implementation of four NooJ local
syntactic grammars from four patterns that we noticed in manual corpus
analysis and their application and evaluation and manual evaluation on
two selected corpora of Croatian: the Croatia Weekly 100 kw newspaper
corpus and Orwell’s 1984 corpus (cf. Agić et al. 2011), both manually
lemmatized and MSD-tagged using the Multext East morphosyntactic
specifications (cf. Erjavec 2010). In designing and implementing the NooJ
local grammars, we have consulted Croatian grammars and research
related to the topic of adverbs and adjectives in Croatian (Pranjković 1992,
Barić et al. 2005, Silić and Pranjković 2005).

Experiment setup
As shortly mentioned in the introduction, for purposes of this experiment,
we made available two manually annotated corpora of Croatian texts – the
Croatia Weekly 100 kw newspaper corpus (cw100 further in the text) and
the Croatian translation of George Orwell's novel 1984 as a part of the
Multext East v4 (MTE v4 further in the text) specification and resources.
In this section, we present the corpora in more detail, along with a short
insight on the experimental setup for testing the local grammars we
developed in NooJ for purposes of automatical correction of annotation
errors.
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The cw100 newspaper corpus consists of articles extracted from seven
issues of the Croatia Weekly newspaper, which has been published from
1998 to 2000 by the Croatian Institute for Information and Culture
(HIKZ). This corpus is a part of Croatian side of the Croatian-English
Parallel Corpus, described in detail in (Tadić 2000). The cw100 corpus
was pre-tagged using the MTE v3 morphosyntactic specifications on top
of XCES corpus encoding standard.
sentences
tokens
tags

cw100
4,626
118,529
896

orwell
6,625
106,632
802

Table 1. Basic corpora stats

The Croatian translation of the 1984 corpus was just recently made
available within the Multext East v4 project (cf. Agić et al. 2011). Similar
to the cw100 corpus, it was semi-automatically lemmatized and MSDannotated according to the MTE v4 specification and is XML-encoded
according to the TEI recommendations (URL http://www.tei-c.org/).
Basic corpora stats and distributions of parts of speech for both corpora
are given in tables 1 and 2, respectively.
part of speech
abbreviation
adjective
adpostition
adverb
conjunction
interjunction
noun
numeral
other
particle
pronoun
verb
total

cw100
1,312
14,300
11,314
4,603
8,276
7
36,093
2,178
15,368
547
7,307
17,224
118,529

orwell
56
9,244
7,760
7,881
8,553
45
20,524
1,177
14,426
1,680
11,627
23,659
106,632

Table 2. Distribution for parts of speech on the available corpora

In order to automatically validate the manual annotation with MSDtags in these two corpora within NooJ, we had to import both the text layer
and the annotation to NooJ. Firstly we converted the corpora to plaintext
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three-column format and then created a simple script to wrap it in NooJ
XML (cf. Silberztein 2003) and convert the MTE v3/v4 morphosyntactic
tags to NooJ-style annotation (cf. Vučković et al. 2010). The resulting
corpus encoding is illustrated in Figure 1.
The local grammars developed for automatic correction of annotation
on the level of morphosyntactic tags, as described in the following chapter,
were evaluated within NooJ on the two corpora. Each of the grammars
was run on each of the corpora and their precision was calculated by
definition, i.e. as a fraction of valid and all applied corrections.
<Z>
<LU
<LU
<LU
<LU
<LU
<LU
</Z>
<Z>
<LU
<LU
<LU
<LU
<LU
<LU
<LU
</Z>

LEMMA="samo" CAT="R" Type="na">Samo</LU>
LEMMA="X" CAT="X">ne</LU>
LEMMA="soba" CAT="N" Type="c" Gender="f" Nb="p" Case="G">soba</LU>
LEMMA="X" CAT="X">sto</LU>
LEMMA="X" CAT="X">jedan</LU>
LEMMA="X" CAT="X">!</LU>
LEMMA="soba" CAT="N" Type="c" Gender="f" Nb="s" Case="N">Soba</LU>
LEMMA="X" CAT="X">sto</LU>
LEMMA="X" CAT="X">jedan</LU>
LEMMA="reći" CAT="V" Type="main" Tense="PDR" Nb="s">rekao</LU>
LEMMA="biti" CAT="V" Type="pg" Tense="PR" Person="3" Nb="s">je</LU>
LEMMA="časnik" CAT="N" Type="c" Gender="m" Nb="s" Case="Nom">časnik</LU>
LEMMA="X" CAT="X">.</LU>

Figure 1. Sample from 1984 in NooJ XML format

Results and discussion
In the course of manual analysis of the presented corpora, we have
detected four distinct patterns in which adverbs that are homographic with
adjectives occur and designed local grammars in NooJ to detect these
patterns. In these grammars, we searched for adjectives in the nominative
singular case in the neuter gender which should be marked as adverbs.
They are determined by their cotextual environment.
The grammars and results of their evaluation are presented further in
this section.
Vpg + A* + V
This grammar searches for complex tenses, i.e. tenses that consist of an
auxiliary verb and a main verb, but in this case an adverb also occurs
between them. We set a constraint that the main verb should not be an
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infinitive and that it should not be in any form of the lemma biti (en. to be)
because it would then be a part of a nominal predicate.

Figure 2. Pattern Vpg + A* + V in NooJ editor

Vpg + A + A*
In this grammar, an adverb occurs between components of a nominal
predicate, in this case between an auxiliary verb and an adjective.
However, in order for the word form previously annotated as an adjective
to have the actual function of an adverb, it should not agree in gender,
number and case with the adjective which is a part of the nominal
predicate.

Figure 3. Pattern Vpg + A + A* in NooJ editor

A* + V
With this grammar, we tried to detect what is considered to be the most
frequent or common occurrence of an adverb, namely, its occurrence with
a verb. We had to set a constraint that a word form must occur before the
adverb, i.e. a lexical unit which is not an auxiliary verb must be detected,
in order to avoid the results with complex tenses that we obtained with the
first local grammar. Besides, we also set a constraint that the verb should
not be in infinitive so it would not be part of a nominal predicate.
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Figuree 4. Pattern A* + V in NooJ edditor

A + A* + N
This graammar mainlyy detects the adverbs
a
that occur
o
as inten
nsifiers of
an attribute in noun phraases. That is why we set the constraintt that the
noun and thhe adjective which
w
constituute the noun phrase
p
should
d agree in
gender, num
mber and casee, but at the same time shoould not agreee in these
morphosyntactic categories with the prrevious word form falsely annotated
a
as adjective,, i.e. the adverrb.

Figure 5. Pattern A + A*
A + N in NooJ editor

ules were
Concorddandes obtaineed by applyinng these four correction ru
manually evvaluated accoording to the evaluation plan
p
and the obtained
results are presented
p
in Taable 3.
The tablle shows thatt the second rule – the onne that detectts falsely
annotated adverbs
a
appeaaring as partss of nominal predicates – is 100%
correct. Thee first rule perrformed poorlly due to the fact
f that the separation
of word form
ms annotated as verbs mayy appear simplly as a conseq
quence of
relatively freee word orderr in Croatian and
a is thus noot an exact ind
dicator of
false annottation. The third rule performed
p
suubstantially better
b
on
newspaper texts
t
than on fiction beingg that its generic design was
w much
better suitedd for non-literrary texts. Thee fourth rule performed
p
con
nsistently
on both of thhe available corpora.
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rule
Vpg + A* + V
Vpg + A + A*
A* + V
A + A* + N
total

cw
w100
0
0.64
1
1.00
0
0.82
0
0.69
0
0.77

orwell
0.62
1.00
0.54
0.75
0.61

cw100 + orwell
0.63
1.00
0.67
0.70
0.70

Table 3. Accuracy
A
for firsst version of graammars

We noticced that manyy of the incorrrect results inncluded the word sve –
which can be
b a pronoun, an adjectivee or a particlee in Croatian – so we
upgraded alll grammars in
i order not to recognize word sve. Beside the
target word having to be an
a adjective inn the nominatiive singular case in the
neuter gendder, we added the constrainnt that it mustt not be the word
w
sve.
The upgradeed grammars are
a illustrated in Figure 6.

Fiigure 6. Upgradded grammars

The resuults after appllying new, uppgraded gram
mmars are presented in
Table 4. Thhey show cerrtain improvem
ments, especiially for the first
f
rule,
where the obtained
o
resuults in the newspaper corppus are 100%
% correct.
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Besides, 100% correct result is obtained in the fourth pattern as well, but
only for the literature corpus. In total, there is a significant difference
between newspaper and literature corpus in favour of newspaper corpus.
As previously stated, this is most likely due to the elaborately generic
design of the rules, targeting the most common usages of language
constructions.
rule
Vpg + A* + V
Vpg + A + A*
A* + V
A + A* + N
total

cw100
1.00
1.00
0.87
0.78
0.89

orwell
0.83
1.00
0.63
1.00
0.73

cw100 + orwell
0.92
1.00
0.74
0.82
0.83

Table 4. Accuracy for upgraded grammars

Conclusions and future work
We have designed, implemented and validated a NooJ module and
framework for automatic correction of errors in morphosyntactic
annotation of Croatian texts concerning adjectives falsely annotated as
adverbs by human annotators and the CroTag tagger and lemmatizer.
Overall module performance on both newspaper texts and fictional texts
was shown to be of adequate quality for usage in pipelines for automatic
processing of Croatian, as well as for purposes of ongoing semiautomatical development of new language resources for Croatian. Future
work directions include
(1) wrapping the module with the CroTag tagger/lemmatizer as a postprocessing procedure and performing a detailed error analysis of their
combination and
(2) refining the prototype rules presented here in order to perform more
consistently on different genres and domains.
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